The concept of quality of life (QOL) is a broad and multidimensional and is prone to subjective interpretations, which generally include both positive and negative aspects of life. [2] These subjective interpretations make it challenging to measure. Over the last few decades, researchers, however, have been able to develop techniques that help measure multiple domains of QOL as also understand their relationship with one another.
As the broader concepts of QOL spilled over into health, a concept of health-related QOL (HRQOL) started emerging. The HRQOL and its underlying concepts evolved since the 1980s. The idea was to encompass those aspects of overall QOL that can be clearly shown to affect health-either physical or mental. [3] [4] [5] The key concerns of HRQOL are to develop models bridging boundaries between social, mental, and medical services for the overall improvement in health. HRQOL involves both diseases and their risk factors. [3] Therefore, measuring HRQOL can help determine the burden of chronic diseases as well provide valuable new insights into the relationships between HRQOL and risk factors.
Tuberculosis (TB) remains a major public health. The WHO declared TB and HIV as one of the leading causes of death. Together these diseases killed almost 1.5 million people in 2014. Importantly, most of these deaths occurred in the developing world. [6] As with other diseases of chronic nature, the focus in TB care has been the clinical outcomes of therapy and microbiological cure. However, HRQOL among patients with TB has been a neglected area.
TB is known to interfere with physical, psychological, financial, and social well-being of an individual. [7] It adversely affects patients' ability to perform activities of daily life. However, more important than this is the individuals own perception about the impact of the TB on their daily activities and functioning. It is this aspect that generally reflects on the HRQOL. Limiting outcome evaluation in TB cure to clinical and microbiological cure only limits our understanding of how patients respond to TB treatment. It also prevents us for developing an understanding of the barriers working against large-scale TB-related interventions. The implication of this is there for all of us to reflect on. Therefore, it is important to evaluate HRQOL in patients in TB as this will help better plan patient-oriented TB intervention.
The WHO QOL-BREF questionnaire is specifically designed to capture physical capacity, psychological and social relationship, and environmental influences. Therefore, QOL-BREF questionnaire allows multidimensional understanding of HRQOL. [8] An article on assessment of health-related quality of life among tuberculosis patients in a public primary care facility in Indonesia is a clear illustration of the same. [9] The flip side to assessment of HRQOL, however, stays and will continue to stay in clinical research and clinical practice, purely for its ease of assessment in these settings. The difficult part will be to take this to the public health. Unless this happens there will be little advancement in the use of HRQOL as a health status measure. Necessary political will, availability of adequate resources, big data, and policy researchers will be needed to advance its use as a health status measures among policymakers.
The current policy-making relies on available big data. These data lack HRQOL as a health status measure and predominantly includes morbidity and mortality data only. Therefore, studies focusing on collection of data that incorporate a broad spectrum of health outcomes (impairment, functional status, and perceptions) in addition to death will go a long way in building data related to health and QOL. This shift in data collection, how so ever, rudimentary will be effective in improving accessibility and quality of health care.
Therefore, probably, it is about time that researchers across the globe start collecting data using composite index, including QOL as a domain and policy-makers start using such index for planning public health interventions.
